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Abstract—As a program processing model for network
software systems, the state transition model is well known. In
the state transition model, there are two models: a central call
model and a half call model. Each model has merits and
demerits. So, if automatic conversion between the two models
can be used, it would be convenient for system developers to
design the system by adopting the appropriate model for the
purpose of the design. A method of automatically converting
from a half call model to a central call model has already been
proposed. This paper proposes a method of automatically
converting from a central call model to a half call model. The
proposed method was applied to a three-way call service and it
was confirmed that the conversion was correctly carried out.
Keywords-state transition model; central call model; half call
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As a program processing model for network software
systems, the state transition model has well been used [1][2].
The state transition model contains two models. One is
called a central call model (abbreviated as CCM) where
states of all terminals receiving a service are described in one
state. The other model is called a half call model
(abbreviated as HCM) where states of different terminals are
described in different states, respectively. As states of all
terminals receiving the service are described as one state in
the CCM, service is easily understood. However, when the
number of combinations for states of each terminal increases,
the number of states in the CCM increases, resulting in
increasing the size of programs implemented based on the
CCM.
If an automatic conversion between CCM and HCM is
established, the appropriate model can be applied for the
purpose of the design. A method for automatic conversion
from HCM to CCM has been proposed in [3]. In this paper, a
method for automatically converting from CCM to HCM is
proposed. The proposed method was applied to a three-way
call service, call transfer service, call waiting service, and
VoIP service, and it was confirmed that all state transition
diagrams were correctly converted from CCM to HCM.
N. D. Grifeth proposed the method for creating a state
transition diagram based on signals input to and output from
the system whose function is unknown [4]. The created state
transition diagram is based on CCM. S. K. Chakrabarti
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proposed the method for creating a state transition diagram
to analyze functions of API [5]. Shimokura proposed the
program described in a rule-based language , which is based
on state transitions, for controlling networked robots [6]. The
embedded program in AIBO, which is a robot made by Sony
and was used in Shimokura’s system, was designed based on
state transition diagrams. Other researches of using a rulebased language are proposed by S. Sen, X. Fei, and L.
Dongliang [7-9]. M. Ohba proposed the method for creating
state transition diagrams based on CCM from programs
described in a rule-based language [10].
In Section II, formal description of states is described so
that computer processing is possible. In Section III, problems
in converting from CCM to HCM such as conversion of
states, state synchronization and reduction of states are
described. In Section IV, solutions for the problems
described in Section III are proposed. In Section V, an
example of applying the proposed method to a three-way call
service, main part, is described.
II.

A FORMAL EXPRESSION OF STATE

For a computer to handle a state, the state of a state
transition diagram has to be described formally. This is how
it is done: Each state of the state transition diagram is
described as a set of state description primitives (called
primitive) which represent states of terminals which are
receiving a service at that time [11][12]. A primitive consists
of a primitive name which represents a state of a terminal
and arguments which represent the terminals related to the
primitive name. For example, when terminal A is in an idle
state, it is described as idle(A). When users of terminals A
and B are talking, it is described as talk(A,B). ‘idle’ and
‘talk’ are primitive names, and A and B are arguments,
respectively. When terminals A and B are arguments of the
same primitive, it is said that terminals A and B are
connected. If terminals A and B are connected and terminals
B and C are connected, then terminals A and C are
connected. Thus, all terminals described in the same state of
a state transition diagram are connected.
In a state transition model, where a state transition is
decided based only on a current state and an event, the
number of states becomes large. So, in the state transition
model generally used, the state transition is decided not only
on the current state and the event but also on state transition
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conditions. State transition conditions are described, in the
state transition diagram, in an analysis block below the
current state. In this paper, state transition conditions are also
described as a set of primitives. A primitive which is used
only as a state transition condition and never used as an
element of any state in the state transition diagram, is called,
in this paper, a ‘condition primitive’. On the other hand, a
primitive which is used as an element of a state is called, in
this paper, a ‘state primitive’.
An example of a state transition diagram with two
analysis blocks for a call waiting service is shown in Fig. 1.
Four states and two analysis blocks are involved in Fig. 1.
States are described as ovals, each of which has a set of
primitives: dialtone(A), calling(A,B) {cw-calling(A,B),
talk(B,C)}, and busy(A), respectively. Analysis blocks are
described as triangles which have conditions: idle(B) and
{m-cw(B), talk(B,C)}, respectively. When event dial(A,B)
occurs at state dialtone(A), the next state is decided
according to condition idle(B) described in the first analysis
block. If idle(B) holds, the next state is calling(A,B). If
idle(B) does not hold, the next state is decided according to
condition {m-cw(B), talk(B,C)} described in the second
analysis block.
III.

PROBLEMS IN CONVERSION FROM CCM TO HCM

A. Conversion of States
In CCM, states of all terminals receiving a service are
described in one state. But, in HCM, states of different
terminals are described in different states, respectively. So,
states in CCM should be converted so that states of different
terminals are described in different states.
B. State Synchronization
In HCM, an event occurred in the system is
independently accepted in individual state of state transition
diagram related to a terminal which creates the event. More
than one event might occur at one time. So, when the event is
accepted in the state transition diagram, there is no guarantee
that all terminals are at states which correspond to the same
state of CCM. Thus, a mechanism which guarantees that all
terminals are at states which correspond to the same state of
CCM is needed.

dialtone(A)
dial(A,B)
idle(B)

C. Reduction of States
There is a case where, while a state of CCM is changed
but a corresponding state of an HCM is not changed; there is
a reduction of states. For example, in a three-way call service,
when a user of terminal A, who is talking with a user of
terminal B, wants to let a user of terminal C join the
conversation, the user of terminal A pushes a flash button.
Then terminal B is in hold state and is kept in the hold state
until the three-way call is established. The state of CCM is
changed but a state of terminal B in an HCM is not changed.
Then, one state of terminal B in HCM corresponds to several
states in CCM.
When the terminal, whose state corresponds to several
states in CCM, creates an event, in HCM for terminal B, it
has to ask all terminals which are receiving the service to
distinguish to which state of CCM the state of terminal B in
HCM corresponds.
IV.

SOLUTIONS

A. Conversion of States
Each state in CCM is described as a set of primitives as
mentioned in Section II. So, to convert a state in CCM to a
corresponding state of terminal X in HCM, select primitives
which have terminal X as an argument from the state in
CCM. Thus the corresponding state of terminal X in HCM is
gained as a set of the selected primitives. Primitives, that
have more than one argument, appear in states of each
argument in HCM. See Fig. 2.
B. Synchronization of States
First, a signal sequence for asking states of each terminal
is proposed. Then, methods to synchronize states of each
terminal are proposed based on the proposed signal sequence,
in two cases; the state in the HCM where an event occurs is
decided, and the state is not decided because of state
reduction. The solution in the case that the state in HCM is
reduced is described in C.
1) Signal sequence
In an HCM where an event occurs it has to ask current
states of all terminals which are receiving the service by
sending a signal to all terminals without a repetition. But,
terminals to which the signal is sent are limited to terminals
which are described in the current state of the HCM. In other
word, the signal can be sent between terminals which are
arguments of the same primitive described in the current
state in the HCM.
First, based on a set of primitives in the current state of
CCM, make a directed graph, by drawing arrows originating

No

Yes

pi(A),pj(B,C)
calling(A,B)

m-cw(B)
talk(B,C)

Yes
cw-calling(A,B)
talk(B,C)

State in CCM
No
busy(A)

Figure 1. An Example of Two Analysis Blocks
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pi(A)

pj(B,C)

pj(B,C)

(a) State of A

(b) State of B

(c) State of C

Figure 2. Converted States in HCM
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p1(A,B)
A

p2(B,C)
B

p3(B,D)

p4(C)
C
p6(D,C)
D
p5(D)

Figure 3. Graph Corresponding to a CCM State
A

B

C

D

Figure 4. Extracted Tree from the Graph

from the terminal, which creates the event, to terminals
which are described as arguments in the primitives where the
originating terminal is also described as an argument [13].
As mentioned in Section II, all terminals described in the
current state of CCM are connected. So, all terminals can be
described as a node of the graph. Suppose the current state of
CCM is {p1(A,B),p2(B,C),p3(B,D),p4(C), p5(D), p6(D,C)}
and terminal A creates an event. In this case, the graph is
shown in Fig. 3. A primitive, which has one argument, is
described above or under the argument. A primitive, which
has two arguments, are described above the arrow drawn
between the two arguments.
Next, as the signal should be sent to each terminal only
once, delete unnecessary arrows from the graph. Then delete
primitives. Now, a tree which shows a signal sequence is
obtained as shown in Fig. 4.
By sending the signal from the terminal which creates an
event based on this tree, the signal can be sent to all
terminals with certainty and without repetitions.
2) State of CCM is decided
In the case that the current state of CCM is decided, the
HCM, where an event occurs, checks that all other terminals
are in the states which correspond to the decided state, and
synchronize states of all terminals. To realize the
synchronization, the HCM corresponding to the root node in
the tree shown in Fig. 4 sends an inquiring signal (REQ) to
the next node and transits to a wait state. When the node,
which receives REQ, is not in the corresponding state it
sends back a signal NG to the former node which sent REQ.
In this case, since there are no states which receive REQ, NG
is sent from state analysis program. When the node which
receives REQ is in the corresponding state and is not a leaf
node, called an inner node in the tree, it transmits REQ to the
next node and transits to a wait state to keep synchronization.
If the node which receives REQ and is in the corresponding
state is a leaf node, it sends back a signal OK to the former
node which sends REQ, and transits to a wait state to keep
synchronization.
The node, which receives NG, sends a reset signal to all
the next nodes that have sent OK, sends NG to the former
node, and transits to the current state. The node, which
receives the reset signal and is an inner node, sends the reset
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signal to all the next nodes and transits to the current state. If
the node is a leaf node, it transits to the current state.
When a node receives OK from the next node, if there is
the next node to which REQ has not been sent, the node
sends REQ to the next node. If there is not the next node to
which REQ has not been sent there are two cases: the node is
an inner node or the node is a root node. If the node is an
inner node it sends OK to the former node. When the node is
a root node, it sends a signal ST, which represents an
instruction of state transition, to all the next nodes in parallel
and transits to the next state. When an inner node receives
ST it retransmits ST to all the next nodes in parallel and
transits to the next state instructed by ST. When a leaf node
receives ST it transits to the next state instructed by ST.
Note: The signal which instructs a state transition is not
sent to the terminal which does not make a state transition
nor retransmit the signal to another terminal.
C. State in HCM is Reduced
1) Process for synchronization
Information that each state in HCM corresponds to which
state in CCM is saved in the process for converting a current
state in CCM to individual states in HCM. For all terminals
described in a current state of CCM, referring to the saved
information, make an AND set of states in CCM to which a
current state corresponds. Thus, the state in CCM, to which
each state of individual terminals corresponds, can uniquely
be decided. The signal to decide the unique state is sent
based on the tree described in B 1).
More precisely, the process is explained as follows: The
root node sends REQ, which is a set of states in CCM
corresponding to the current state of the node, to the next
node as an inner event, and transits to wait state. An inner
node which receives REQ, makes an AND set of received
REQ and a set of states in CCM corresponding to the current
state of the inner node to make a new REQ. Then, the inner
node sends the REQ to the next node as a new inner event,
and transits to wait state. If the AND set is null, a vacant set,
the inner node sends back NG to the former node and transits
to the current state. A leaf node which receives REQ, makes
an AND set in the same way as the inner node. If the AND
set is not null, the leaf node sends back the AND set as ANS
to the former node, and transits to wait state. If the AND set
is null, the leaf node sends back NG to the former node, and
transits to the current state. The process hereafter is the same
as one described in B 2) in this section under the condition of
replacing signal OK with ANS and replacing “sending REQ”
with “making new REQ and sending it”. Thus, finally the
root node can decide the corresponding state in CCM and
can send ST to all the next nodes.
2) Example of signal sequence
Concrete examples of signal sequence are explained in the
case where the current states of CCM are as follows:
S1: {p1(A,B),p2(B,C),p3(B,D),p4(C),p5(D),p6(D,C)}
S2: {p1(A,B),p2(B,C),p4(C)}
S3: {p1(A,B),p3(B,D),p5(D)}
S4: {p1(A,B),p2(B,C),p7(C)}
Terminals A, B, C and D are in states corresponding to
S1, S2, S3, or S4 in CCM. But, for certain terminals, some
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(a)
A

(b)
B

In the Case of S2
A

C
(c)
(d)

(f)
(e)

B

(a) REQ({1,2,3,4})

C
(b) REQ({2,4})

(f) ANS({2})

(c) ANS({2})

D
In the Case of S3
A
B
(a) REQ({1,2,3,4})
(d) REQ({3})

Figure 5. Tree Expression for S1
A

B

(a) REQ({1,2,3,4})

C

D

(f) ANS({3})

D

(e) ANS({3})

(b) REQ({1})
(c) ANS({1})

(d) REQ({1})
(e) ANS({1})
(f) ANS({1})

In the Case of S4
A

B

C

(a) REQ{1,2,3,4})

(b) REQ({2,4})

(f) ANS({4})

(c) ANS({4})

Figure 6. The Signal Sequence for S1

Figure 7. The Signal Sequence for S2, S3 and S4

states in HCM might be the same state. In this case, the
terminal may not be able to decide to which state in CCM
the current state of the terminal corresponds. In this example,
terminal A is in the same state in HCM for S1, S2, S3, and
S4 in CCM. Terminal B is in the same state in HCM for S2
and S4 in CCM. Terminal C is in the same state in HCM for
S1 and S2 in CCM. So, when terminal A creates an event, in
HCM terminal A sends {S1,S2,S3,S4} to the next node
based on the tree described in B 1) in this section. Terminals
A, B and C behave as described in the second paragraph in C
1) in this section. Thus, terminal A can distinguish to which
state in CCM the current state of terminal A corresponds.
The tree expression for S1 is shown in Fig. 5. Signals are
sent based on this tree. The signal sequence is shown in Fig.
6. (a): Since terminal A is in the state which corresponds to
S1, S2, S3 and S4, terminal A sends {1,2,3,4} as REQ to
terminal B. (b): As terminal B is in the state corresponding to
S1, an AND set of REQ sent from terminal A and {1} is
made, resulting in gaining {1} as new REQ. Terminal B sent
{1} as REQ to terminal C. (c): Since terminal C is in S1, an
AND set of REQ sent from terminal B and {1} is made,
resulting in gaining {1}. As terminal C is a leaf node, it
sends {1} as ANS to terminal B. (d): Since the node of
terminal B has a branch to terminal D, terminal B sends {1}
received as ANS from terminal C to terminal D as REQ. (e):
By making an AND set of received REQ and its state which
corresponds to S1, terminal D gains {1}. Terminal D is a leaf
node, so it sends {1} as ANS to terminal B. (f): Terminal B
sends {1} received from terminal D to terminal A as ANS.
Thus, terminal A can recognize its state as S1.
Signal sequences for S2, S3 and S4 are shown in Fig. 7.
Consequently, each state can be recognized.

telephone services. So, in this paper, the way of converting
the analysis block is described in the case where transition
conditions for at most one terminal, other than a terminal
which creates an event, is described in the analysis block.
The proposed method can be easily extended to the case
where the analysis block has transition conditions for more
than two terminals.
Analysis blocks of CCM are converted after conversion
described in B and C in this section. In an analysis block
conversion, if arguments of primitives represent the terminal
where the event occurred, the analysis block is described at
just below the current state in the HCM corresponding to the
terminal. Otherwise, i.e. arguments of primitives in the
analysis block are not the terminal, the way of converting the
analysis block depends on whether primitives described in
the analysis block are state primitives or condition ones as
described below.
1) In the case of a state primitive
When the primitives described in the analysis block are
state primitives, there is an argument which appears in
arguments of the event. So, in the HCM where the event
occurs, inquiry signal, REQ, to the HCM designated by the
argument of the event is described below the event. In the
HCM where REQ is received, REQ as an input signal and
OK as a reply signal are described just below the state
containing the primitive described in the analysis block of
the CCM. And then, transition to wait state is described.
Note that NG signal is not described in the HCM. This is
because when the current state of the HCM cannot accept
REQ, NG is sent by a state analysis program as mentioned in
Section IV B 2). In the HCM which receives OK, the OK
signal is described as an input signal just below the wait state,
and an instruction of state transition to the HCM, which sent
the OK signal, is described.
Fig. 8 shows an example of converting a state transition
diagram, where a state primitive p2(B) is described in the
analysis block, from CCM to HCM by the proposed method.

D. Conversion for an Analysis Block
Primitives for plural terminals can be described in the
analysis block. As far as the authors know, transition
conditions for at most one terminal, other than a terminal
which creates an event, is described in most of conventional
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p1(A),p2(B)

p1(A)
ev(A,B)

ev(A,B)
pc(B)

p2B)
Yes
p3(A),p4(B)

No

Yes

p5(A)

p3(A),p4(B)

(a) A State T ransition Diagram in CCM

p1(A)

p3(A)

p2(B)

p1(A)

REQ(B,A)

ev(A,B)
REQ(B,A)

NG1(A,B)

REQ(B,A)
pc(B)

wait(A,B)

OK(A,B)
NG(A,B)

OK(A,B)

p5(A),p6(B)

(a) A State T ransition Diagram in CCM

p2(B)

ev(A,B)
REQ(B,A)

No

p5(A)

p4(B)

(b) State T ransition Diagrams in HCM

wait(A,B)
OK(A,B)

NG2(A,B)

ST 1(B,A)

ST 2(B,A)

OK(A,B)
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No
NG2(A,B)

wait(B,A)
ST 1(B,A)

ST 2(B,A)

p5(A)

p3(A)

Figure 8. When a State Primitive is Described

2) In the case of a condition primitive
The analysis block is described just below the current
state in the HCM corresponding to the first argument of the
condition primitives. This current state of the HCM
corresponds to that of the CCM. When the condition
described in the analysis block is satisfied, OK is described
as a reply signal to the HCM that sent REQ. When the
condition described in the analysis block is not satisfied, the
conversion is done in the following two cases: If, in CCM,
the state of the terminal which received REQ does not
change, in HCM, a transition to the current state is described.
Otherwise, in HCM, a transition to wait state is described.
Fig. 9 shows an example of converting a state transition
diagram, where a condition primitive pc(B) is described in
the analysis block, from CCM to HCM. When terminal B is
not in the state of {p2(B)}, NG1 is sent to terminal A. But, in
HCM of terminal B, since NG1 is sent from the state
analysis program NG1 does not appear in HCM of terminal
B in Fig. 9.
3) In the case of both primitives
When both primitives, state primitives and condition
ones, are described in the analysis block, the analysis block
is converted in different ways depending on whether the both
primitives have the same argument or not. If the both
primitives do not have the same argument, the analysis block
is described in the same way as mentioned in 1) and 2) above.
If both primitives have the same argument, the conversion is
carried out in two stages. First, REQ as an input signal is
described just below the state consisting of the same state
primitives described in the analysis block. Second, the
analysis block is described just below the input signal, and
the condition primitives, which have the argument
corresponding to the HCM, are described in the analysis
block. Input and output signals are described as described in
1) and 2).

Yes

p4(B)

p6(B)

(b) State T ransition Diagrams in HCM

Figure 9. When a Condition Primitive is Described
p1(A)
ev(A,B)
p2(B)

Yes

No

pc(B)
Yes
p3(A,B),p4(B)

No
p5(A),p6(B)

(a) A State T ransition Diagram in CCM
p2(B)

p1(A)
ev(A,B)
NG1A,B)

REQ(B,A)

REQ(B,A)

pc(B)
wait(A,B)
No

Yes
OK(A,B)

NG2(A,B)

ST 1(B,A)

ST 2(B,A)

NG2(A,B)

OK(A,B)

wait(B,A)
ST 1(B,A)

p3(A)

ST 2(B,A)

p5(A)
p4(B)

p6(B)

(b) State T ransition Diagrams in HCM

Figure 10. When State and Condition Primitives are Described

Fig. 10 shows an example of converting a state transition
diagram, where a state primitive p2(B) and a condition
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dialtone(A)

talk(B,C)
REQ(B,A)

dial(A,B)

NG(A,B)

REQ(B,A)
m-cw(B)
wait(A,B)

OK1(A,B)
ST 1(B,A)

OK2(A,B)

NG(A,B)

ST 2(B,A)

OK2(A,B) Yes

No

wait(B)

ST 2(B,A)
calling(A,B)

busy(A)
cw-calling(A,B)

cw-calling(A,B)
talk(B,C)

Figure 11. State Transition Diagrams in HCM (Call-Waiting Service)

primitive pc(B) are described in the analysis block, from
CCM to HCM. When terminal B is not in the state of
{p2(B)}, NG1 is sent to terminal A. But, in HCM of terminal
B, since NG1 is sent from the state analysis program NG1
does not appear in HCM of terminal B in Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 shows the HCMs converted from the CCM of a
call waiting service described in Fig. 1. Since, in Fig. 1, only
the state of terminal A is described in the current state of
CCM, the synchronization process described in B and C in
this section is not described. OK1 is sent to terminal A when
terminal B is in idle state. Namely this is a state transition for
POTS. So, OK1 does not appear in HCM of terminal B in
Fig. 11.
V.

AN EXAMPLE OF CONVERSION OF STATE
TRANSITIONS

An example of conversion for the three-way call service
based on the method described in Section IV is shown.
A. State Transitions for Three-Way Call Service
The main part of state transitions for the three-way call
service is described. Fig. 12 shows state transitions from
two-party talk state (talk(A,B)) to three-way talk state
(twctalk(A,B,C)) in the form of text.
Condition primitive m-twc(A) represents that terminal A
subscribes to the three-way call service, flash(A) represents
that flash button is pressed, hold(A,B) represents that
terminal A holds terminal B, dialtone(A) represents that
terminal A receives dial-tone, idle(C) represents that terminal
C is in idle state, calling(A,C) represents that terminal A is
calling terminal C, not[idle(A)] represents that terminal C is
S1 -> S2: {talk(A,B)} flash(A): {m-twc(A)} {hold(A,B),dialtone(A)}
S2 -> S3: {hold(A,B),dialtone(A)} dial(A,C): {idle(C)}
{hold(A,B),calling(A,C)}
S2 -> S5: {hold(A,B),dialtone(A)} dial(A,C): {not[idle(C)]}
{hold(A,B),busy(A)}
S3 -> S4: {hold(A,B),calling(A,C)} offhook(C): {} hold(A,B),talk(A,C)}
S4 -> S5: {hold(A,B),talk(A,C)} onhook(C): {} {hold(A,B),busy(A)}
S5 -> S1: {hold(A,B),busy(A)} flash(A): {} {talk(A,B)}
S4 -> S6: {hold(A,B),talk(A,C)} flash(A): {} {twctalk(A,B,C)}
Syntax: {current state} event: {analysis block} {next state}

Figure 12. State Transitions of a Three-Way Call Service in CCM
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not in idle state, busy(A) represents that terminal A receives
busy tone, dial(A,C) represents that a user of terminal A dials
the number of terminal C, offhook(C) represents tresents that
a user of terminal C hangs up the receiver.
The states of CCM described in Fig. 12 are the following
six states. Note that S1 is a state of POTS (plain old
telephone service).
S1 = {talk(A,B)},
S2 = {hold(A,B),dialtone(A)},
S3 = {hold(A,B),calling(A,C)},
S4 = {hold(A,B),talk(A,C)},
S5 = {hold(A,B),busy(A)},
S6 = {twctalk(A,B,C)}.
B. Conversion of Current States in HCM
Fig. 13 shows the converted current states in the HCM
for terminal A, B and C from the current states S1 … S5
described in the CCM as mentioned in Section IV B.
C. Conversion to Tree Representation
Tree representations obtained from the current states S1
… S5 described in Section IV B are shown in Fig. 14. In the
representation, the root represents the terminal where an
event occurs. Terminal A, B, and C are represented as nodes.
D. Conversion of State Transitions
The state transition diagrams in HCM converted from the
state transition diagram in CCM described in Section V B are
shown in Fig. 15. State transitions for synchronization are
omitted.
Since there are various types of state transitions in Fig.
12, in addition to processing of conversion of states and
synchronization of states, some conversion methods
described in Section V are applied.
a) In the state transition S1 -> S2: Since a condition
primitive m-twc(A) is described in the analysis block, the
conversion method described in IV D 2) is applied.
A
B
S1: talk(A,B)
talk(A,B)
S2: dialtone(A),hold(A,B) hold(A,B)
S3: hold(A,B),calling(A,C) hold(A,B)
S4: hold(A,B),talk(A,C)
S5: hold(A,B),busy(A)
hold(A,B)

C
calling(A,C)
talk(A,C)
-

Figure 13. Converted States in the HCM for Terminal A, B and C
S1:

flash(A):

A

B

S2:

dial(A,C):

A

B

S3:

offhook(C):

C

A

B

S4:

onhook(C):

C

A

B

flash(A):

A

B
C

S5:

flash(A):

A

B

Figure 14. Tree Representation Obtained from States S1 … S5
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HCM for terminal A

HCM for terminal B

talk(A,B)

talk(A,B)

ST 1(B,A)

flash(A)

Thus, the proposed method can convert all types of state
transitions in the three-way call service. Consequently, the
proposed methods can give a good prospect for converting
state transition diagrams of various services from CCM to
HCM.
VI.

hold(A,B)

m-twc(A)

hold(A,B)
dialtone(A)

twctalk(A,B,C)

dial(A,C)
ST 2(C,A)

HCM for terminal C
idle(C)

wait1(A,C)
NG(A,C)

OK(A,C)

hold(A,B)
calling(A,C)

ST 5(A,C)
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